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Address: 123 Santa Fe Drive- Concrete silos only

Legal Description: PT SE/4 NE/4 9-4-68 BEG INTERSE LI KALAMATH ST & S LI W 3RD AV TH S ALG E LI
KALAMATH ST TO D&RGRR ROW TH SELY ALG ROW TO S LI RES STRIP S OF

Current Building Name: Rio Grande Co.

Construction Date: c.1915-1925
Source of Information: Denver Assessor’s Office; Sanborn Insurance Maps from 1904 (corrected to 1925);
Denver City Directories; Federal Census Records 1910, 1920, 1940; Denver householder’s Directory and
Street Avenue Guide 1924-1950.
Architectural
Architectural Style: n/a
Architect/Builder: unknown
Source of Information:
Historical
Original owner: Elmer H. Peterson/ Rio Grande Fuel & Feed Co.
Original use(s): Coal storage
Current use(s): unknown
Historical background:
Elmer J. Peterson established the Rio Grande Fuel & Feed Co. in 1908. Born in 1888, Elmer Peterson was just
twenty years old. He was reestablishing a company originally founded by his father, Erick G. Peterson. The first
Rio Grande Fuel & Feed Co. was established in 1892 and dissolved in 1906. Born in 1857, Erick G. Peterson
was a Swedish immigrant who immigrated to the United States in 1882.
A business directory from 1910 lists the Rio Grande Fuel & Feed Co. as located at 901 Santa Fe Drive
(originally Jason Street). The company was advertised as selling coal, wood, hay, grain, and cement; Elmer
Peterson was listed as the manager. In 1915, Elmer Peterson purchased a section of land between the tracks
of the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad and Santa Fe Drive, between 1st and 2nd Avenues. The land was
presumably chosen for its close proximity to the railroad. Several similar businesses were located nearby along
the tracks including the Crystal Coal Co., the Globe Lumber Co., Grenault-Scott Lumber Co., and Western
Excelsior Co. Elmer Peterson expanded company operations by building an office and cement warehouse
along with six concrete coal silos on the site. The exact construction dates are not known but the Denver Post
reported in April 1916 that the Rio Grande Fuel & Feed Co. had taken out a permit to construct a one-story
brick warehouse on the site. Sanborn maps show the silos were in place by 1925. The business also continued
to operate from the original location with directories listing two addresses for the company: 123 Santa Fe and
901 Santa Fe.

Concrete silos for the storage of coal were just gaining in popularity at this time. In May 1919, the Coal Trade
Journal reported that within the past two years many coal dealers had started constructing concrete silos. Coal
and construction industry publications promoted the ability of concrete silos to improve the economy and
efficiency of coal handling operations. With silos, less labor was needed to handle the coal and it could be
processed more quickly. The silos could be loaded via bucket conveyors to elevate the coal into the bins and
then gravity chutes could dump coal directly into wagons for delivery. Multiple silos could be used to store
different types and sizes of coal. Concrete silos also lowered insurance costs for coal companies, since
concrete was considered fire proof. According to a 1922 article Cement and Engineering News:
Efforts to cut labor costs are more important and pronounced today than ever before. This applies to
the building supply and coal yard as well as on the farm or in the industrial plant. And the more
successful one is in reducing labor costs, the bigger are his profits. When the cost of handling sand,
gravel, stone, and coal by ordinary methods amounts to thirty or forty cents per ton and when modern
methods and mechanical equipment do the unloading, elevating, distributing and discharging for three
of four cents per ton, the saving becomes too important to be ignored.
An article in The Retail Coalman from 1922 bemoaned the fact that many coal dealers had been reluctant to
adopt new handling methods, which in addition to being more efficient, also reduced the degradation of the coal
caused by hand shoveling into storage sheds and then again into delivery wagons. The decision of the Rio
Grande Fuel & Feed Co. to construct concrete silos showed the desire to invest in facilities in order to be as
modern and efficient as possible and deliver a high-quality product. According to the Coal Trade Journal: “A
concrete coal pocket will enable the dealer to meet close competition and not only maintain but increase his
business through adoption of progressive methods.”
The Rio Grande Fuel & Feed Co. has remained in the Peterson family to the present day, with four generations
of the family working to grow and develop the business. After natural gas heating replaced coal heating in the
mid-20th century, the company put all its focus into supplying construction materials, becoming simply the Rio
Grande Co. Company products include mortar, cement, sand, gravel, plaster, and masonry products.
Source of Information: Denver Assessor’s Office; Sanborn Insurance Maps from 1904, 1929-30, 1929
(corrected to 1951); Denver City Directories; Federal Census Records 1910, 1920, 1940; Denver householder’s
Directory and Street Avenue Guide 1924-1950; Denver Post April 13, 1916; website of the Rio Grande Co.
http://www.riograndeco.com/about.aspx; “Cutting Delivery and Labor Costs—Interchangeable Coal and Sand
Silos,” Cement and Engineering News; July 1922; “Notes on Concrete-Bin Construction,” Coal Trade Journal,
May 28, 1919; “Pays to Handle Coal Mechanically,” The Retail Coalman, July 1922.

Designation Eligibility Assessment
Integrity: If a structure maintains its historic or physical integrity, it may be designated for preservation.
x
Has integrity
Does not have integrity
Landmark Designation Criteria: Does the property meet at least one (1) criterion in two (2) or more of the
following three (3) categories
1. History. To have historical importance, the structure shall be more than 30 years old or have extraordinary
importance to the historical development of Denver, and shall:
x
a. Have direct association with the historical development of the city, state, or nation;
b. Be the site of a significant historical event; or
c. Have direct and substantial association with a person or group of persons who had influence on
society.
Does not meet any of the above History criteria
2. Architecture. To have architectural significance, the structure shall have design quality and integrity, and
shall:
a. Embody distinguishing characteristics of an architectural style or type;
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x

b. Be a significant example of the work of a recognized architect or master builder;
c. Contain elements of architectural design, engineering, materials, craftsmanship, or artistic merit
which represent a significant or influential innovation; or
d. Portray the environment of a group of people or physical development of an area in an era of history
characterized by a distinctive architectural style.
Does not meet any of the above Architectural criteria

3. Geography. To have geographical significance, the structure or district shall:
x

a. Have a prominent location or be an established, familiar, orienting visual feature of the contemporary
city;
b. Promote understanding and appreciation of the urban environment by means of distinctive physical
characteristics or rarity; or
c. Make a special contributing to Denver’s distinctive character.
Does not meet any of the above Geographic criteria

x

Has potential for designation

Does not have potential for designation

(Additional Information)
The concrete coal silos at 123 Santa Fe Drive are potentially significant for History under criterion 1A for their
association with the coal business in Denver and with a family-run company which has been in business for more
than a century. From the mid-19th century, coal was the primary fuel source for both domestic and industrial uses.
This made coal dealers an important commercial enterprise in Denver. In the 1910 Ballenger & Richards Denver
directory, the listing for coal dealers extends across seven pages. By the end of World War II, coal was becoming
obsolete, replaced by natural gas. From its establishment in 1908 to the 1940s, the Rio Grande Fuel Co. grew to
become a top distributer of coal in Denver, serving tens of thousands of customers and selling more than 150,000
tons of coal per year. While other coal dealers disappeared during this transition, the Rio Grande Fuel & Feed Co.
survived, remaking itself as the Rio Grande Co. and focusing on construction materials.
The concrete silos at 123 Santa Fe Drive are also potentially significant for Architecture under criterion 2c for their
engineering. The development of concrete silos was a technological innovation that revolutionized the way
agricultural and industrial products were handled in the early decades of the 20th century. The Rio Grande Fuel &
Feed Co. appears to have been an early adopter of the use of concrete silos for coal storage. While similar coal
silos were likely once common in Denver, with the decline of the coal industry and redevelopment along many of
Denver’s rail corridors, few historic commercial silos of this era (c.1915-1925) remain in Denver.
Finally, the concrete silos at 123 Santa Fe Drive are potentially significant for Geography under criterion 3A for
their visual prominence. Due to their height and uniqueness, the silos have become a visually orienting feature
within the Baker neighborhood.
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